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Abstract
We propose a model to learn visually grounded word em-
beddings (vis-w2v) to capture visual notions of semantic
relatedness. While word embeddings trained using text have
been extremely successful, they cannot uncover notions of
semantic relatedness implicit in our visual world. For in-
stance, although “eats” and “stares at” seem unrelated in
text, they share semantics visually. When people are eating
something, they also tend to stare at the food. Grounding
diverse relations like “eats” and “stares at” into vision re-
mains challenging, despite recent progress in vision. We
note that the visual grounding of words depends on seman-
tics, and not the literal pixels. We thus use abstract scenes
created from clipart to provide the visual grounding. We
find that the embeddings we learn capture fine-grained, vi-
sually grounded notions of semantic relatedness. We show
improvements over text-only word embeddings (word2vec)
on three tasks: common-sense assertion classification, vi-
sual paraphrasing and text-based image retrieval. Our code
and datasets are available online.
1. Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) is an inherently multi-modal
problem: understanding and reasoning about multiple
modalities (as humans do), seems crucial for achieving ar-
tificial intelligence (AI). Language and vision are two vital
interaction modalities for humans. Thus, modeling the rich
interplay between language and vision is one of fundamen-
tal problems in AI.
Language modeling is an important problem in natural
language processing (NLP). A language model estimates
the likelihood of a word conditioned on other (context)
words in a sentence. There is a rich history of works on n-
gram based language modeling [4, 17]. It has been shown
that simple, count-based models trained on millions of sen-
tences can give good results. However, in recent years, neu-
ral language models [3, 31] have been explored. Neural
language models learn mappings (W : words→ Rn) from
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Figure 1: We ground text-based word2vec (w2v) embed-
dings into vision to capture a complimentary notion of vi-
sual relatedness. Our method (vis-w2v) learns to predict
the visual grounding as context for a given word. Although
“eats” and “stares at” seem unrelated in text, they share se-
mantics visually. Eating involves staring or looking at the
food that is being eaten. As training proceeds, embeddings
change from w2v (red) to vis-w2v (blue).
words (encoded using a dictionary) to a real-valued vec-
tor space (embedding), to maximize the log-likelihood of
words given context. Embedding words into such a vec-
tor space helps deal with the curse of dimensionality, so
that we can reason about similarities between words more
effectively. One popular architecture for learning such an
embedding is word2vec [30, 32]. This embedding captures
rich notions of semantic relatedness and compositionality
between words [32].
For tasks at the intersection of vision and language,
it seems prudent to model semantics as dictated by both
text and vision. It is especially challenging to model fine-
grained interactions between objects using only text. Con-
sider the relations “eats” and “stares at” in Fig. 1. When
reasoning using only text, it might prove difficult to realize
that these relations are semantically similar. However, by
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grounding the concepts into vision, we can learn that these
relations are more similar than indicated by text. Thus, vi-
sual grounding provides a complimentary notion of seman-
tic relatedness. In this work, we learn word embeddings to
capture this grounding.
Grounding fine-grained notions of semantic relatedness
between words like “eats” and “stares at” into vision is a
challenging problem. While recent years have seen tremen-
dous progress in tasks like image classification [19], de-
tection [13], semantic segmentation [24], action recogni-
tion [26], etc., modeling fine-grained semantics of interac-
tions between objects is still a challenging task. However,
we observe that it is the semantics of the visual scene that
matter for inferring the visually grounded semantic related-
ness, and not the literal pixels (Fig. 1). We thus use abstract
scenes made from clipart to provide the visual grounding.
We show that the embeddings we learn using abstract scenes
generalize to text describing real images (Sec. 6.1).
Our approach considers visual cues from abstract scenes
as context for words. Given a set of words and associated
abstract scenes, we first cluster the scenes in a rich seman-
tic feature space capturing the presence and locations of
objects, pose, expressions, gaze, age of people, etc. Note
that these features can be trivially extracted from abstract
scenes. Using these features helps us capture fine-grained
notions of semantic relatedness (Fig. 4). We then train to
predict the cluster membership from pre-initialized word
embeddings. The idea is to bring embeddings for words
with similar visual instantiations closer, and push words
with different visual instantiations farther (Fig. 1). The
word embeddings are initialized with word2vec [32]. The
clusters thus act as surrogate classes. Note that each sur-
rogate class may have images belonging to concepts which
are different in text, but are visually similar. Since we pre-
dict the visual clusters as context given a set of input words,
our model can be viewed as a multi-modal extension of the
continuous bag of words (CBOW) [32] word2vec model.
Contributions: We propose a novel model visual word2vec
(vis-w2v) to learn visually grounded word embeddings.
We use abstract scenes made from clipart to provide the
grounding. We demonstrate the benefit of vis-w2v on
three tasks which are ostensibly in text, but can benefit
from visual grounding: common sense assertion classifica-
tion [34], visual paraphrasing [23], and text-based image
retrieval [15]. Common sense assertion classification [34]
is the task of modeling the plausibility of common sense as-
sertions of the form (boy, eats, cake). Visual paraphras-
ing [23] is the task of determining whether two sentences
describe the same underlying scene or not. Text-based im-
age retrieval is the task of retrieving images by matching
accompanying text with textual queries. We show consis-
tent improvements over baseline word2vec (w2v) models
on these tasks. Infact, on the common sense assertion clas-
sification task, our models surpass the state of the art.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 dis-
cusses related work on learning word embeddings, learning
from visual abstraction, etc. Sec. 3 presents our approach.
Sec. 4 describes the datasets we work with. We provide
experimental details in Sec. 5 and results in Sec. 6.
2. Related Work
Word Embeddings: Word embeddings learnt using neu-
ral networks [6, 32] have gained a lot of popularity re-
cently. These embeddings are learnt offline and then typ-
ically used to initialize a multi-layer neural network lan-
guage model [3, 31]. Similar to those approaches, we learn
word embeddings from text offline, and finetune them to
predict visual context. Xu et al. [42] and Lazaridou et
al. [21] use visual cues to improve the word2vec rep-
resentation by predicting real image representations from
word2vec and maximizing the dot product between image
features and word2vec respectively. While their focus is on
capturing appearance cues (separating cats and dogs based
on different appearance), we instead focus on capturing
fine-grained semantics using abstract scenes. We study if
the model of Ren et al. [42] and our vis-w2v provide
complementary benefits in the appendix. Other works use
visual and textual attributes (e.g. vegetable is an attribute
for potato) to improve distributional models of word mean-
ing [38, 39]. In contrast to these approaches, our set of
visual concepts need not be explicitly specified, it is im-
plicitly learnt in the clustering step. Many works use word
embeddings as parts of larger models for tasks such as im-
age retrieval [18], image captioning [18, 41], etc. These
multi-modal embeddings capture regularities like composi-
tional structure between images and words. For instance, in
such a multi-modal embedding space, “image of blue car” -
“blue” + “red” would give a vector close to “image of red
car”. In contrast, we want to learn unimodal (textual) em-
beddings which capture multi-modal semantics. For exam-
ple, we want to learn that “eats” and “stares at” are (visu-
ally) similar.
Surrogate Classification: There has been a lot of recent
work on learning with surrogate labels due to interest in
unsupervised representation learning. Previous works have
used surrogate labels to learn image features [7, 9]. In con-
trast, we are interested in augmenting word embeddings
with visual semantics. Also, while previous works have cre-
ated surrogate labels using data transformations [9] or sam-
pling [7], we create surrogate labels by clustering abstract
scenes in a semantically rich feature space.
Learning from Visual Abstraction: Visual abstractions
have been used for a variety of high-level scene under-
standing tasks recently. Zitnick et al. [43, 44] learn the
importance of various visual features (occurrence and co-
occurrence of objects, expression, gaze, etc.) in determin-
ing the meaning or semantics of a scene. [45] and [10]
learn the visual interpretation of sentences and the dynam-
ics of objects in temporal abstract scenes respectively. An-
tol et al. [2] learn models of fine-grained interactions be-
tween pairs of people using visual abstractions. Lin and
Parikh [23] “imagine” abstract scenes corresponding to text,
and use the common sense depicted in these imagined
scenes to solve textual tasks such as fill-in-the-blanks and
paraphrasing. Vedantam et al. [34] classify common sense
assertions as plausible or not by using textual and visual
cues. In this work, we experiment with the tasks of [23]
and [34], which are two tasks in text that could benefit from
visual grounding. Interestingly, by learning vis-w2v, we
eliminate the need for explicitly reasoning about abstract
scenes at test time, i.e., the visual grounding captured in our
word embeddings suffices.
Language, Vision and Common Sense: There has been a
surge of interest in problems at the intersection of language
and vision recently. Breakthroughs have been made in tasks
like image captioning [5, 8, 14, 16, 18, 20, 29, 33, 41], video
description [8, 36], visual question answering [1, 11, 12, 27,
28, 35], aligning text and vision [16, 18], etc. In contrast
to these tasks (which are all multi-modal), our tasks them-
selves are unimodal (i.e., in text), but benefit from using
visual cues. Recent work has also studied how vision can
help common sense reasoning [34, 37]. In comparison to
these works, our approach is generic, i.e., can be used for
multiple tasks (not just common sense reasoning).
3. Approach
Recall that our vis-w2v model grounds word embed-
dings into vision by treating vision as context. We first
detail our inputs. We then discuss our vis-w2v model.
We then describe the clustering procedure to get surrogate
semantic labels, which are used as visual context by our
model. We then describe how word-embeddings are ini-
tialized. Finally, we draw connections to word2vec (w2v)
models.
Input: We are given a set of pairs of visual scenes and as-
sociated text D = {(v, w)}d in order to train vis-w2v.
Here v refers to the image features and w refers to the set of
words associated with the image. At each step of training,
we select a window Sw ⊆ w to train the model.
Model: Our vis-w2v model (Fig. 2) is a neural network
that accepts as input a set of words Sw and a visual feature
instance v. Each of the words wi ∈ Sw is represented via
a one-hot encoding. A one-hot encoding enumerates over
the set of words in a vocabulary (of size NV ) and places a 1
at the index corresponding to the given word. This one-hot
encoded input is transformed using a projection matrix WI
of size NV ×NH that connects the input layer to the hid-
den layer, where the hidden layer has a dimension of NH .
Figure 2: Proposed vis-w2v model. The input layer (red)
has multiple one-hot word encodings. These are connected
to the hidden layer with the projection matrix WI , i.e., all
the inputs share the same weights. It is finally connected to
the output layer via WO. Model predicts the visual context
O given the text input Sw = {wl}.
Intuitively, NH decides the capacity of the representation.
Consider an input one-hot encoded word wi whose jth in-
dex is set to 1. Since wi is one-hot encoded, the hidden
activation for this word (Hwi ) is a row in the weight matrix
W jI , i.e., Hwi = W
j
I . The resultant hidden activation H
would then be the average of individual hidden activations
Hwi as WI is shared among all the words Sw, i.e.,:
H =
1
|Sw|
∑
wi∈Sw⊆w
Hwi (1)
Given the hidden activation H , we multiply it with an
output weight matrix WO of size NH ×NK , where NK is
the number of output classes. The output class (described
next) is a discrete-valued function of the visual features
G(v) (more details in next paragraph). We normalize the
output activationsO = H×WO to form a distribution using
the softmax function. Given the softmax outputs, we mini-
mize the negative log-likelihood of the correct class condi-
tioned on the input words:
min
WI ,WO
− logP (G(v)|Sw,WI ,WO) (2)
We optimize for this objective using stochastic gradient de-
scent (SGD) with a learning rate of 0.01.
Output Classes: As mentioned in the previous section, the
target classes for the neural network are a function G(·)
of the visual features. What would be a good choice for
G? Recall that our aim is to recover an embedding for
words that respects similarities in visual instantiations of
words (Fig. 1). To capture this visual similarity, we model
G : v → {1, · · · ,NK} as a grouping function1. In prac-
1Alternatively, one could regress directly to the feature values v. How-
ever, we found that the regression objective hurts performance.
tice, this function is learnt offline using clustering with K-
means. That is, the outputs from clustering are the surro-
gate class labels used in vis-w2v training. Since we want
our embeddings to reason about fine-grained visual ground-
ing (e.g. “stares at” and “eats”), we cluster in the abstract
scenes feature space (Sec. 4). See Fig. 4 for an illustration
of what clustering captures. The parameter NK in K-means
modulates the granularity at which we reason about visual
grounding.
Initialization: We initialize the projection matrix parame-
ters WI with those from training w2v on large text corpora.
The hidden-to-output layer parameters are initialized ran-
domly. Using w2v is advantageous for us in two ways: i)
w2v embeddings have been shown to capture rich seman-
tics and generalize to a large number of tasks in text. Thus,
they provide an excellent starting point to finetune the em-
beddings to account for visual similarity as well. ii) Train-
ing on a large corpus gives us good coverage in terms of
the vocabulary. Further, since the gradients during back-
propagation only affect parameters/embeddings for words
seen during training, one can view vis-w2v as augment-
ing w2v with visual information when available. In other
words, we retain the rich amount of non-visual information
already present in it2. Indeed, we find that the random ini-
tialization does not perform as well as initialization with
w2v when training vis-w2v.
Design Choices: Our model (Sec. 3) admits choices of w
in a variety of forms such as full sentences or tuples of the
form (Primary Object, Relation, Secondary Object). The
exact choice of w is made depending upon on what is natu-
ral for the task of interest. For instance, for common sense
assertion classification and text-based image retrieval, w is
a phrase from a tuple, while for visual paraphrasing w is a
sentence. Given w, the choice of Sw is also a design pa-
rameter tweaked depending upon the task. It could include
all of w (e.g., when learning from a phrase in the tuple) or
a subset of the words (e.g., when learning from an n-gram
context-window in a sentence). While the model itself is
task agnostic, and only needs access to the words and vi-
sual context during training, the validation and test perfor-
mances are calculated using the vis-w2v embeddings on
a specific task of interest (Sec. 5). This is used to choose
the hyperparameters NK and NH .
Connections to w2v: Our model can be seen as a multi-
modal extension of the continuous bag of words (CBOW)
w2v models. The CBOW w2v objective maximizes the
likelihood P (w|Sw,WI ,WO) for a word w and its context
Sw. On the other hand, we maximize the likelihood of the
2We verified empirically that this does not cause calibration issues.
Specifically, given a pair of words where one word was refined using
visual information but the other was not (unseen during training), using
vis-w2v for the former and w2v for the latter when computing similari-
ties between the two outperforms using w2v for both.
visual context given a set of words Sw (Eq. 2).
4. Applications
We compare vis-w2v and w2v on the tasks of common
sense assertion classification (Sec. 4.1), visual paraphrasing
(Sec. 4.2), and text-based image retrieval (Sec. 4.3). We
give details of each task and the associated datasets below.
4.1. Common Sense Assertion Classification
We study the relevance of vis-w2v to the com-
mon sense (CS) assertion classification task introduced by
Vedantam et al. [34]. Given common sense tuples of the
form (primary object or tP , relation or tR, secondary ob-
ject or tS) e.g. (boy, eats, cake), the task is to classify it
as plausible or not. The CS dataset contains 14,332 TEST
assertions (spanning 203 relations) out of which 37% are
plausible, as indicated by human annotations. These TEST
assertions are extracted from the MS COCO dataset [22],
which contains real images and captions. Evaluating on
this dataset allows us to demonstrate that visual ground-
ing learnt from the abstract world generalizes to the real
world. [34] approaches the task by constructing a multi-
modal similarity function between TEST assertions whose
plausibility is to be evaluated, and TRAIN assertions that
are known to be plausible. The TRAIN dataset also con-
tains 4260 abstract scenes made from clipart depicting 213
relations between various objects (20 scenes per relation).
Each scene is annotated with one tuple that names the pri-
mary object, relation, and secondary object depicted in the
scene. Abstract scene features (from [34]) describing the in-
teraction between objects such as relative location, pose, ab-
solute location, etc. are used for learning vis-w2v. More
details of the features can be found in the appendix. We
use the VAL set from [34] (14,548 assertions) to pick the
hyperparameters. Since the dataset contains tuples of the
form (tP , tR, tS), we explore learning vis-w2v with sep-
arate models for each, and a shared model irrespective of
the word being tP , tR, or tS .
4.2. Visual Paraphrasing
Visual paraphrasing (VP), introduced by Lin and
Parikh [23] is the task of determining if a pair of descrip-
tions describes the same scene or two different scenes. The
dataset introduced by [23] contains 30,600 pairs of descrip-
tions, of which a third are positive (describe the same scene)
and the rest are negatives. The TRAIN dataset contains
24,000 VP pairs whereas the TEST dataset contains 6,060
VP pairs. Each description contains three sentences. We
use scenes and descriptions from Zitnick et al. [45] to train
vis-w2v models, similar to Lin and Parikh. The abstract
scene feature set from [45] captures occurrence of objects,
person attributes (expression, gaze, and pose), absolute spa-
tial location and co-occurrence of objects, relative spatial
baby sleep next to lady woman hold onto cat
woman holds cat 
woman holds cat 
woman holds cat
Original Tuple: Original Tuple:
Query Tuple:Query Tuple:
baby lays with woman 
baby on top of woman 
baby is held by woman
Figure 3: Examples tuples collected for the text-based im-
age retrieval task. Notice that multiple relations can have
the same visual instantiation (left).
location between pairs of objects, and depth ordering (3 dis-
crete depths), relative depth and flip. We withhold a set
of 1000 pairs (333 positive and 667 negative) from TRAIN
to form a VAL set to pick hyperparameters. Thus, our VP
TRAIN set has 23,000 pairs.
4.3. Text-based Image Retrieval
In order to verify if our model has learnt the visual
grounding of concepts, we study the task of text-based im-
age retrieval. Given a query tuple, the task is to retrieve the
image of interest by matching the query and ground truth
tuples describing the images using word embeddings. For
this task, we study the generalization of vis-w2v embed-
dings learnt for the common sense (CS) task, i.e., there is
no training involved. We augment the common sense (CS)
dataset [34] (Sec. 4.1) to collect three query tuples for each
of the original 4260 CS TRAIN scenes. Each scene in the
CS TRAIN dataset has annotations for which objects in the
scene are the primary and secondary objects in the ground
truth tuples. We highlight the primary and secondary ob-
jects in the scene and ask workers on AMT to name the
primary, secondary objects, and the relation depicted by
the interaction between them. Some examples can be seen
in Fig. 3. Interestingly, some scenes elicit diverse tuples
whereas others tend to be more constrained. This is related
to the notion of Image Specificity [15]. Note that the work-
ers do not see the original (ground truth) tuple written for
the scene from the CS TRAIN dataset. More details of the
interface are provided in the appendix. We use the collected
tuples as queries for performing the retrieval task. Note that
the queries used at test time were never used for training
vis-w2v.
5. Experimental Setup
We now explain our experimental setup. We first
explain how we use our vis-w2v or baseline w2v
(word2vec) model for the three tasks described above: com-
mon sense (CS), visual paraphrasing (VP), and text-based
image retrieval. We also provide evaluation details. We
then list the baselines we compare to for each task and dis-
cuss some design choices. For all the tasks, we preprocess
raw text by tokenizing using the NLTK toolkit [25]. We
implement vis-w2v as an extension of the Google C im-
plementation of word2vec3.
5.1. Common Sense Assertion Classification
The task in common sense assertion classification
(Sec. 4.1) is to compute the plausibility of a test
assertion based on its similarity to a set of tuples
(Ω = {ti}Ii=1) known to be plausible. Given a
tuple t′ =(Primary Object t′P, Relation t
′
R,
Secondary Object t′S) and a training instance t
i, the
plausibility scores are computed as follows:
h(t′, ti) = WP (t′P )
TWP (t
i
P )
+WR(t
′
R)
TWR(t
i
R) +WS(t
′
S)
TWS(t
i
S) (3)
where WP ,WR,WS represent the corresponding word em-
bedding spaces. The final text score is given as follows:
f(t′) =
1
|I|
∑
i∈I
max(h(t′, ti)− δ, 0) (4)
where i sums over the entire set of training tuples. We use
the value of δ used by [34] for our experiments.
[34] share embedding parameters across tP , tR, tS in
their text based model. That is, WP = WR = WS . We call
this the shared model. WhenWP ,WR,WS are learnt inde-
pendently for (tP , tR, tS), we call it the separate model.
The approach in [34] also has a visual similarity function
that combines text and abstract scenes that is used along
with this text-based similarity. We use the text-based ap-
proach for evaluating both vis-w2v and baseline w2v.
However, we also report results including the visual sim-
ilarity function along with text similarity from vis-w2v.
In line with [34], we also evaluate our results using average
precision (AP) as a performance metric.
5.2. Visual Paraphrasing
In the visual paraphrasing task (Sec. 4.2), we are given a
pair of descriptions at test time. We need to assign a score to
each pair indicating how likely they are to be paraphrases,
i.e., describing the same scene. Following [23] we average
word embeddings (vis-w2v or w2v) for the sentences and
plug them into their text-based scoring function. This scor-
ing function combines term frequency, word co-occurrence
statistics and averaged word embeddings to assess the final
paraphrasing score. The results are evaluated using average
precision (AP) as the metric. While training both vis-w2v
and w2v for the task, we append the sentences from the train
3https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
set of [23] to the original word embedding training corpus
to handle vocabulary overlap issues.
5.3. Text-based Image Retrieval
We compare w2v and vis-w2v on the task of text-
based image retrieval (Sec. 4.3). The task involves retriev-
ing the target image from an image database, for a query
tuple. Each image in the database has an associated ground
truth tuple describing it. We use these to rank images by
computing similarity with the query tuple. Given tuples of
the form (tP , tR, tS), we average the vector embeddings
for all words in tP , tR, tS . We then explore separate and
shared models just as we did for common sense assertion
classification. In the separate model, we first compute the
cosine similarity between the query and the ground truth
for tP , tR, tS separately and average the three similarities.
In the shared model, we average the word embeddings for
tP , tR, tS for query and ground truth and then compute the
cosine similarity between the averaged embeddings. The
similarity scores are then used to rank the images in the
database for the query. We use standard metrics for retrieval
tasks to evaluate: Recall@1 (R@1), Recall@5 (R@5),
Recall@10 (R@10) and median rank (med R) of target
image in the returned result.
5.4. Baselines
We describe some baselines in this subsection. In gen-
eral, we consider two kinds of w2v models: those learnt
from generic text, e.g., Wikipedia (w2v-wiki) and those
learnt from visual text, e.g., MS COCO (w2v-coco), i.e.,
text describing images. Embeddings learnt from vi-
sual text typically contain more visual information [34].
vis-w2v-wiki are vis-w2v embeddings learnt us-
ing w2v-wiki as an initialization to the projection ma-
trix, while vis-w2v-coco are the vis-w2v embeddings
learnt using w2v-coco as the initialization. In all settings,
we are interested in studying the performance gains on us-
ing vis-w2v over w2v. Although our training procedure
itself is task agnostic, we train separately on the common
sense (CS) and the visual paraphrasing (VP) datasets. We
study generalization of the embeddings learnt for the CS
task on the text-based image retrieval task. Additional de-
sign choices pertaining to each task are discussed in Sec. 3.
6. Results
We present results on common sense (CS), visual para-
phrasing (VP), and text-based image retrieval tasks. We
compare our approach to various baselines as explained in
Sec. 5 for each application. Finally, we train our model us-
ing real images instead of abstract scenes, and analyze dif-
ferences. More details on the effect of hyperparameters on
performance (for CS and VP) can be found in the appendix.
Approach common sense AP (%)
vis-w2v-wiki (shared) 72.2
vis-w2v-wiki (separate) 74.2
vis-w2v-coco (shared) + vision 74.2
vis-w2v-coco (shared) 74.5
vis-w2v-coco (separate) 74.8
vis-w2v-coco (separate) + vision 75.2
w2v-wiki (from [34]) 68.4
w2v-coco (from [34]) 72.2
w2v-coco + vision (from [34]) 73.6
Table 1: Performance on the common sense task of [34]
6.1. Common Sense Assertion Classification
We first present our results on the common sense asser-
tion classification task (Sec. 4.1). We report numbers with
a fixed hidden layer size, NH = 200 (to be comparable
to [34]) in Table. 1. We use NK = 25, which gives the best
performance on validation. We handle tuple elements, tP ,
tR or tS , with more than one word by placing each word
in a separate window (i.e. |Sw| = 1). For instance, the el-
ement “lay next to” is trained by predicting the associated
visual context thrice with “lay”, “next” and “to” as inputs.
Overall, we find an increase of 2.6% with vis-w2v-coco
(separate) model over the w2v-coco model used in [34].
We achieve larger gains (5.8%) with vis-w2v-wiki over
w2v-wiki. Interestingly, the tuples in the common sense
task are extracted from the MS COCO [22] dataset. Thus,
this is an instance where vis-w2v (learnt from abstract
scenes) generalizes to text describing real images.
Our vis-w2v-coco (both shared and separate) em-
beddings outperform the joint w2v-coco + vision model
from [34] that reasons about visual features for a given test
tuple, which we do not. Note that both models use the
same training and validation data, which suggests that our
vis-w2v model captures the grounding better than their
multi-modal text + visual similarity model. Finally, we
sweep for the best value of NH for the validation set and
find that vis-w2v-coco (separate) gets the best AP of
75.4% on TEST with NH = 50. This is our best perfor-
mance on this task.
Separate vs. Shared: We next compare the performance
when using the separate and shared vis-w2v models.
We find that vis-w2v-coco (separate) does better than
vis-w2v-coco (shared) (74.8% vs. 74.5%), presumably
because the embeddings can specialize to the semantic roles
words play when participating in tP , tR or tS . In terms of
shared models alone, vis-w2v-coco (shared) achieves
a gain in performance of 2.3% over the w2v-coco model
of [34], whose textual models are all shared.
What Does Clustering Capture? We next visualize the
semantic relatedness captured by clustering in the abstract
scenes feature space (Fig. 4). Recall that clustering gives us
surrogate labels to train vis-w2v. For the visualization,
lay next to stand near
stare atenjoy
Figure 4: Visualization of the clustering used to supervise
vis-w2v training. Relations that co-occur more often in
the same cluster appear bigger than others. Observe how
semantically close relations co-occur the most, e.g., eat,
drink, chew on for the relation enjoy.
we pick a relation and display other relations that co-occur
the most with it in the same cluster. Interestingly, words like
“prepare to cut”, “hold”, “give” occur often with “stare at”.
Thus, we discover the fact that when we “prepare to cut”
something, we also tend to “stare at” it. Reasoning about
such notions of semantic relatedness using purely textual
cues would be prohibitively difficult. We provide more ex-
amples in the appendix.
6.2. Visual Paraphrasing
We next describe our results on the Visual Paraphrasing
(VP) task (Sec. 4.2). The task is to determine if a pair of
descriptions are describing the same scene. Each descrip-
tion has three sentences. Table. 2 summarizes our results
and compares performance to w2v. We vary the size of
the context window Sw and check performance on the VAL
set. We obtain best results with the entire description as
the context window Sw, NH = 200, and NK = 100. Our
vis-w2v models give an improvement of 0.7% on both
w2v-wiki and w2v-coco respectively. In comparison
to w2v-wiki approach from [23], we get a larger gain
of 1.2% with our vis-w2v-coco embeddings4. Lin and
Parikh [23] imagine the visual scene corresponding to text
to solve the task. Their combined text + imagination model
performs 0.2% better (95.5%) than our model. Note that
our approach does not have the additional expensive step of
generating an imagined visual scene for each instance at test
time. Qualitative examples of success and failure cases are
shown in Fig. 5.
Window Size: Since the VP task is on multi-sentence de-
scriptions, it gives us an opportunity to study how size of
the window (Sw) used in training affects performance. We
evaluate the gains obtained by using window sizes of en-
tire description, single sentence, 5 words, and single word
respectively. We find that description level windows and
4Our implementation of [23] performs 0.3% higher than that reported
in [23].
Jenny is kicking Mike. 
Mike dropped the 
soccer ball on the 
duck. There is a 
sandbox nearby.
Mike and Jenny are 
surprised. Mike and 
Jenny are playing 
soccer. The duck is 
beside the soccer ball.
 Mike is in the sandbox. 
Jenny is waving at 
Mike. It is a sunny day 
at the park.
Jenny is very happy. 
Mike is sitting in the 
sand box. Jenny has on 
the color pink.
Mike and Jenny say 
hello to the dog. Mike's 
dog followed him to the 
park. Mike and Jenny 
are camping in the 
park.
The cat is next to Mike. 
The dog is looking at 
the cat. Jenny is waving 
at the dog.
Figure 5: The visual paraphrasing task is to identify if two
textual descriptions are paraphrases of each other. Shown
above are three positive instances, i.e., the descriptions (left,
right) actually talk about the same scene (center, shown for
illustration, not avaliable as input). Green boxes show two
cases where vis-w2v correctly predicts and w2v does not,
while red box shows the case where both vis-w2v and
w2v predict incorrectly. Note that the red instance is tough
as the textual descriptions do not intuitively seem to be talk-
ing about the same scene, even for a human reader.
Approach Visual Paraphrasing AP (%)
w2v-wiki (from [23]) 94.1
w2v-wiki 94.4
w2v-coco 94.6
vis-w2v-wiki 95.1
vis-w2v-coco 95.3
Table 2: Performance on visual paraphrasing task of [23].
sentence level windows give equal gains. However, perfor-
mance tapers off as we reduce the context to 5 words (0.6%
gain) and a single word (0.1% gain). This is intuitive, since
VP requires us to reason about entire descriptions to deter-
mine paraphrases. Further, since the visual features in this
dataset are scene level (and not about isolated interactions
between objects), the signal in the hidden layer is stronger
when an entire sentence is used.
6.3. Text-based Image Retrieval
We next present results on the text-based image retrieval
task (Sec. 4.3). This task requires visual grounding as
the query and the ground truth tuple can often be differ-
ent by textual similarity, but could refer to the same scene
(Fig. 3). As explained in Sec. 4.3, we study generalization
of the embeddings learnt during the commonsense experi-
ments to this task. Table. 3 presents our results. Note that
vis-w2v here refers to the embeddings learnt using the
CS dataset. We find that the best performing models are
vis-w2v-wiki (shared) (as per R@1, R@5, medR) and
Approach R@1 (%) R@5 (%) R@10 (%) med R
w2v-wiki 14.6 34.4 45.4 13
w2v-coco 15.3 35.2 47.6 11
vis-w2v-wiki (shared) 15.5 37.2 49.3 10
vis-w2v-coco (shared) 15.7 37.7 47.6 10
vis-w2v-wiki (separate) 14.0 32.7 43.5 15
vis-w2v-coco (separate) 15.4 37.6 49.5 10
Table 3: Performance on text-based image retrieval. R@x:
higher is better, medR: lower is better
vis-w2v-coco (separate) (as per R@10, medR). These
get Recall@10 scores of ≈49.5% whereas the baseline
w2v-wiki and w2v-coco embeddings give scores of
45.4% and 47.6%, respectively.
6.4. Real Image Experiment
Finally, we test our vis-w2v approach with real images
on the CS task, to evaluate the need to learn fine-grained vi-
sual grounding via abstract scenes. Thus, instead of seman-
tic features from abstract scenes, we obtain surrogate labels
by clustering real images from the MS COCO dataset using
fc7 features from the VGG-16 [40] CNN. We cross val-
idate to find the best number of clusters and hidden units.
We perform real image experiments in two settings: 1) We
use all of the MS COCO dataset after removing the images
whose tuples are in the CS TEST set of [34]. This gives
us a collection of ≈ 76K images to learn vis-w2v. MS
COCO dataset has a collection of 5 captions for each im-
age. We use all these five captions with sentence level con-
text5 windows to learn vis-w2v80K. 2) We create a real
image dataset by collecting 20 real images from MS COCO
and their corresponding tuples, randomly selected for each
of 213 relations from the VAL set (Sec. 5.1). Analogous to
the CS TRAIN set containing abstract scenes, this gives us
a dataset of 4260 real images along with an associate tuple,
depicting the 213 CS VAL relations. We refer to this model
as vis-w2v4K.
We report the gains in performance over w2v baselines
in both scenario 1) and 2) for the common sense task. We
find that using real images gives a best-case performance
of 73.7% starting from w2v-coco for vis-w2v80K (as
compared to 74.8% using CS TRAIN abstract scenes). For
vis-w2v4K-coco, the performance on the validation ac-
tually goes down during training. If we train vis-w2v4K
starting with generic text based w2v-wiki, we get a
performance of 70.8% (as compared to 74.2% using CS
TRAIN abstract scenes). This shows that abstract scenes
are better at visual grounding as compared to real images,
due to their rich semantic features.
5We experimented with other choices but found this works best.
7. Discussion
Antol et al. [2] have studied generalization of classifica-
tion models learnt on abstract scenes to real images. The
idea is to transfer fine-grained concepts that are easier to
learn in the fully-annotated abstract domain to tasks in the
real domain. Our work can also be seen as a method of
studying generalization. One can view vis-w2v as a way
to transfer knowledge learnt in the abstract domain to the
real domain, via text embeddings (which are shared across
the abstract and real domains). Our results on common-
sense assertion classification show encouraging preliminary
evidence of this.
We next discuss some considerations in the design of
the model. A possible design choice when learning em-
beddings could have been to construct a triplet loss func-
tion, where the similarity between a tuple and a pair of
visual instances can be specified. That is, given a textual
instance A, and two images B and C (where A describes
B, and not C), one could construct a loss that enforces
sim(A,B) > sim(A,C), and learn joint embeddings for
words and images. However, since we want to learn hidden
semantic relatedness (e.g.“eats”, “stares at”), there is no ex-
plicit supervision available at train time on which images
and words should be related. Although the visual scenes
and associated text inherently provide information about re-
lated words, they do not capture the unrelatedness between
words, i.e., we do not have negatives to help us learn the
semantics.
We can also understand vis-w2v in terms of data aug-
mentation. With infinite text data describing scenes, distri-
butional statistics captured by w2v would reflect all possi-
ble visual patterns as well. In this sense, there is nothing
special about the visual grounding. The additional modality
helps to learn complimentary concepts while making effi-
cient use of data. Thus, the visual grounding can be seen as
augmenting the amount of textual data.
8. Conclusion
We learn visually grounded word embeddings
(vis-w2v) from abstract scenes and associated text.
Abstract scenes, being trivially fully annotated, give us
access to a rich semantic feature space. We leverage this
to uncover visually grounded notions of semantic relat-
edness between words that would be difficult to capture
using text alone or using real images. We demonstrate
the visual grounding captured by our embeddings on
three applications that are in text, but benefit from visual
cues: 1) common sense assertion classification, 2) visual
paraphrasing, and 3) text-based image retrieval. Our
method outperforms word2vec (w2v) baselines on all three
tasks. Further, our method can be viewed as a modality to
transfer knowledge from the abstract scenes domain to the
real domain via text. Our datasets, code, and vis-w2v
embeddings are available for public use.
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Appendix
We present detailed performance results of Visual
Word2Vec (vis-w2v) on all three tasks :
• Common sense assertion classification (Sec. A)
• Visual paraphrasing (Sec. B)
• Text-based image retrieval (Sec. C)
Specifically, we study the affect of various hyperparame-
ters like number of surrogate labels (K), number of hid-
den layer nodes (NH ), etc., on the performance of both
vis-w2v-coco and vis-w2v-wiki. We remind the
reader that vis-w2v-coco models are initialized with
w2v learnt on visual text, i.e., MSCOCO captions in our
case while vis-w2v-wiki models are initialized with
w2v learnt on generic Wikipedia text. We also show few
visualizations and examples to qualitatively illustrate why
vis-w2v performs better in these tasks that are ostenta-
tiously in text, but benefit from visual cues. We conclude
by presenting the results of training on real images (Sec. D).
We also show a comparison to the model from Ren et al.,
who also learn word2vec with visual grounding.
A. Common Sense Assertion Classification
Recall that the common sense assertion classification
task [34] is to determine if a tuple of the form (primary
object or P, relation or R, secondary object or S) is plau-
sible or not. In this section, we first describe the abstract
visual features used by [34]. We follow it with results for
vis-w2v-coco, both shared and separate models, by
varying the number of surrogate classesK. We next discuss
the effect of number of hidden units NH which can be seen
as the complexity of the model. We then vary the amount of
training data and study performance of vis-w2v-coco.
Learning separate word embeddings for each of these spe-
cific roles, i.e., P, R or S results in separate models while
learning single embeddings for all of them together gives us
shared models. Additionally, we also perform and report
similar studies for vis-w2v-wiki. Finally, we visualize
the clusters learnt for the common sense task through word
clouds, similar to Fig. 4 in the main paper.
A.1. Abstract Visual Features
We describe the features extracted from abstract scenes
for the task of common sense assertion classification. Our
visual features are essentially the same as those used by
[34]: a) Features corresponding to primary and secondary
object, i.e., P and S respectively. These include type (cat-
egory ID and instance ID), absolute location modeled via
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), orientation, attributes
and poses for both P and S present in the scene. We use
Gaussian Mixture at hands and foot locations to model pose,
measuring relative positions and joint locations. Human at-
tributes are age (5 discrete values), skin color (3 discrete
values) and gender (2 discrete values). Animals have 5 dis-
crete poses. Human pose features are constructed using
keypoint locations. b) Features corresponding to relative
location of P and S, once again modeled using Gaussian
Mixture Models. These features are normalized by the flip
and depth of the primary object, which results in the fea-
tures being asymmetric. We compute these with respect to
both P and S to make the features symmetric. c) Features
related to the presence of other objects in the scene, i.e., cat-
egory ID and instance ID for all the other objects. Overall
the feature vector is of dimension 1222.
A.2. Varying number of clusters K
Intuition: We cluster the images in the semantic clipart
feature space to get surrogate labels. We use these labels as
visual context, and predict them using words to enforce vi-
sual grounding. Hence, we study the influence of the num-
ber of surrogate classes relative to the number of images.
This is indicative of how coarse/detailed the visual ground-
ing for a task needs to be.
Setup: We train vis-w2v models by clustering visual
features with and without dimensionality reduction through
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), giving us Orig and
PCA settings, respectively. Notice that each of the elements
of tuples, i.e., P, R or S could have multiple words, e.g., lay
next to. We handle these in two ways: a) Place each of the
words in separate windows and predict the visual context
repeatedly. Here, we train by predicting the same visual
context for lay, next, to thrice. This gives us the Words set-
ting. b) Place all the words in a single window and predict
the visual context for the entire element only once. This
gives the Phrases setting. We explore the cross product
space of settings a) and b). PCA/Phrases (red in Fig. 6)
refers to the model trained by clustering the dimensionality
reduced visual features and handling multi-word elements
by including them in a single window. We vary the num-
ber of surrogate classes from 15 to 35 in steps of 5, re-train
vis-w2v for each K, and report the accuracy on the com-
mon sense task. The number of hidden units NH is kept
fixed to 200 to be comparable to the text-only baseline re-
ported in [34]. Fig. 6 shows the performance on the com-
mon sense task as K varies for both shared and separate
models in four possible configurations each, as described
(a) Shared model (b) Separate model
Figure 6: Common sense task performance for shared and separate models on varying the number of surrogate classes. K
determines the detail in visual information used to provide visual grounding. Note that the performance increases and then
either saturates or decreases. Low K results in an uninformative/noisy visual context while high K results in clusters with
insufficient grounding. Also note that separate models outperform the shared models. This indicates that vis-w2v learns
different semantics specific to the role each word plays, i.e. P, R or S.
above.
Observations:
• As K varies, the performance for both shared and sep-
arate models increases initially and then either saturates
or decreases. For a given dataset, low values of K result
in the visual context being too coarse to learn the visual
grounding. On the other hand, K being too high results
in clusters which do not capture visual semantic related-
ness. We found the best model to have around 25 clusters
in both the cases.
• Words models perform better than Phrases models
in both cases. Common sense task involves reason-
ing about the specific role (P, R or S) each word plays.
For example, (man, eats, sandwich) is plausible
while (sandwich, eats, sandwich) or (man,
sandwich, eats) is not. Potentially, vis-w2v
could learn these roles in addition to the learning seman-
tic relatedness between the words. This explains why
separate models perform better than shared models, and
Words outperform Phrases setting.
• For lower K, PCA models dominate over Orig models
while the latter outperforms as K increases. As low val-
ues of K correspond to coarse visual information, surro-
gate classes in PCA models could be of better quality and
thus help in learning the visual semantics.
A.3. Varying number of hidden units NH
Intuition: One of the model parameters for our vis-w2v
is the number of hidden units NH . This can be seen as
the capacity of the model. We vary NH while keeping the
other factors constant during training to study its affect on
performance of the vis-w2v model.
Setup: To understand the role of NH , we consider two
vis-w2v models trained separately with K set to 10 and
25 respectively. Additionally, both of these are separate
models with Orig/Words configuration (see Sec. A.2).
We particularly choose these two settings as the former
is trained with a very coarse visual semantic information
while the latter is the best performing model. Note that
as [34] fix the number of hidden units to 200 in their evalu-
ation, we cannot directly compare the performance to their
baseline. We, therefore, recompute the baselines for each
value of NH ∈ {20, 30, 40, 50, 100, 200, 400} and use it to
compare our two models, as shown in Fig. 8.
Observations: Models of low complexity, i.e., low val-
ues of NH , perform the worst. This could be due to the
inherent limitation of low NH to capture the semantics,
even for w2v. On the other hand, high complexity mod-
els also perform poorly, although better than the low com-
plexity models. The number of parameters to be learnt,
i.e. WI and WO, increase linearly with NH . Therefore,
for a finite amount of training data, models of high com-
plexity tend to overfit resulting in drop in performance on
an unseen test set. The baseline w2v models also follow a
similar trend. It is interesting to note that the improvement
of vis-w2v over w2v for less complex models (smaller
NH ) is at 5.32% (for NH = 20) as compared to 2.6% (for
NH = 200). In other words, lower complexity models ben-
efit more from the vis-w2v enforced visual grounding. In
fact, vis-w2v of low complexity (NH ,K) = (20, 25),
outperforms the best w2v baseline across all possible set-
(a) Varying the number of abstract scenes per relation, nT (b) Varying the number of relations, nR
Figure 7: Performance on common sense task, varying the size of training data. Note the performance saturating as nT
increases (left) while it increases steadily with increasing nR (right). Learning visual semantics benefits from training on
more relations over more examples per relation. In other words, breadth of concepts is more crucial than the depth for
learning visual grounding through vis-w2v. As the w2v baseline exhibits similar behavior, we conclude the same for
learning semantics through text.
Figure 8: Performance on common sense task varying the
number of hidden units NH . This determines the complex-
ity of the model used to learn visual semantics. Observe
that models with low complexity perform the worst. Perfor-
mance first rises reaching a peak and then decreases, for a
fixed size of training data. Low end models do not capture
visual semantics well while high end models overfit for the
given data.
tings of model parameters. This provides a strong evidence
for the usefulness of visually grounding word embeddings
in capturing visually-grounded semantics better.
A.4. Varying size of training data
Intuition: We next study how varying the size of the train-
ing data affects performance of the model. The idea is to
analyze whether more data about relations would help the
task, or more data per relation would help the task.
Setup: We remind the reader that vis-w2v for common
sense task is trained on CS TRAIN dataset that contains
4260 abstract scenes made from clipart depicting 213 rela-
tions between various objects (20 scenes per relation). We
identify two parameters: the number of relations nR and the
number of abstract scenes per relation nT . Therefore, CS
TRAIN dataset originally has (nT , nR) = (20, 213). We
vary the training data size in two ways: a) Fix nR = 213
and vary nT ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20}. b) Fix nT =
20 and vary nR in steps of 20 from 20 to 213. These cases
denote two specific situations–the former limits the model
in terms of how much it knows about each relation, i.e. its
depth, keeping the number of relations, i.e. its breadth, con-
stant; while the latter limits the model in terms of how many
relations it knows, i.e., it limits the breadth keeping the
depth constant. Throughout this study, we select the best
performing vis-w2v model with (K,NH) = (25, 200) in
the Orig/Words configuration. Fig. 7a shows the perfor-
mance on the common sense task when nR is fixed while
Fig. 7b is the performance when nT is fixed.
Observations: The performance increases with the in-
creasing size of training data in both the situations when
nT and nR is fixed. However, the performance saturates
in the former case while it increases with almost a linear
rate in the latter. This shows that breadth helps more than
the depth in learning visual semantics. In other words,
training with more relations and fewer scenes per relation
is more beneficial than training with fewer relations and
more scenes per relation. To illustrate this, consider per-
formance with approximately around half the size of the
vis-w2v-coco
Model NH Baseline Descs Sents Winds Words
Orig
50 94.6 95.0 95.0 94.9 94.8
PCA 94.9 95.1 94.7 94.8
Orig
100 94.6 95.3 95.1 95.1 94.9
PCA 95.3 95.3 94.8 95.0
Orig
200 94.6 95.1 95.3 95.2 94.9
PCA 95.3 95.3 95.2 94.8
vis-w2v-wiki
Model NH Baseline Descs Sents Winds Words
Orig
50 94.2 94.9 94.8 94.7 94.7
PCA 94.9 94.9 94.7 94.8
Orig
100 94.3 95.0 94.8 94.7 94.6
PCA 95.1 94.9 94.7 94.7
Orig
200 94.4 95.1 94.8 94.7 94.5
PCA 95.1 95.0 94.7 94.6
Table 4: Performance on the Visual Paraphrase task for vis-w2v-coco (left) and vis-w2v-wiki (right).
pick up made of served at shown in run with
sleep next to walk through read watch sit in
garnish with dressed in filled with stand over pose on
stretch out on sniff feed prepare drink from
Figure 9: Word cloud for a given relation indicates other relations co-occurring in the same cluster. Relations that co-occur
more appear bigger than others. Observe how (visually) semantically close relations co-occur the most.
original CS TRAIN dataset. In the former case, it corre-
sponds to 73.5% at (nT , nR) = (10, 213) while 70.6% at
(nT , nR) = (20, 100) in the latter. Therefore, we conclude
that the model learns semantics better with more concepts
(relations) over more instances (abstract scenes) per con-
cept.
A.5. Cluster Visualizations
We show the cluster visualizations for a randomly sam-
pled set of relations from the CS VAL set (Fig. 9). As in the
main paper (Fig. 4), we analyze how frequently two rela-
tions co-occur in the same clusters. Interestingly, relations
like drink from co-occur with relations like blow out and
bite into which all involve action with a person’s mouth.
B. Visual Paraphrasing
The Visual Paraphrasing (VP) task [23] is to classify
whether a pair of textual descriptions are paraphrases of
each other. These descriptions have three sentence each.
Table 4 presents results on VP for various settings of the
model that are described below.
Model settings: We vary the number of hidden units
NH ∈ {50, 100, 200} for both vis-w2v-coco and
vis-w2v-wiki models. We also vary our context win-
dow size to include entire description (Descs), individual
sentences (Sents), window of size 5 (Winds) and indi-
vidual words (Words). As described in Sec. A.2, we also
have Orig and PCA settings.
Observations: From Table 4, we see improvements over
the text baseline [23]. In general, PCA configuration outper-
Figure 10: An illustration of our tuple collection interface.
Workers on AMT are shown the primary object (red) and
secondary object (green) and asked to provide a tuple (Pri-
mary Object (P), Relation (R), Secondary Object (S)) de-
scribing the relation between them.
forms Orig for low complexity models (NH = 50). Using
entire description or sentences as the context window gives
almost the same gains, while performs drops when smaller
context windows are used (Winds and Words). As VP is
a sentence level task where one needs to reason about the
entire sentence to determine whether the given descriptions
are paraphrases, these results are intuitive.
C. Text-based Image Retrieval
Recall that in Text-based Image Retrieval (Sec. 4.3 in
main paper), we highlight the primary object (P) and sec-
ondary object (S) and ask workers on Amazon Mechanical
Turk (AMT) to describe the relation illustrated by the scene
with tuples. An illustration of our tuple collection interface
can be found in Fig. 10. Each of the tuples entered in the
text-boxes is treated as the query for text-based image re-
trieval.
Some qualitative examples of success and failure cases
of vis-w2v-wiki with respect to w2v-wiki are shown
in Fig. 11. We see that vis-w2v-wiki captures notions
such as the relationship between holding and opening better
than w2v-wiki.
D. Real Image Experiments
We now present the results when training vis-w2vwith
real images from MSCOCO dataset by clustering using fc7
features from the VGG-16 [40] CNN.
Intuition: We train vis-w2v embeddings with real
images and compare them to those trained with abstract
scenes, through the common sense task.
Setup: We experiment with two settings: a) Considering
all the 78k images from MSCOCO dataset, along with asso-
ciated captions. Each image has around 5 captions giving us
a total of around 390k captions to train. We call vis-w2v
trained on this dataset as vis-w2v80k. b) We randomly
select 213 relations from VAL set and collect 20 real images
Query
the girl hold the book 
GT Tuple (141 -> 83) 
lady perch on couch
Query
old woman sits on sofa 
GT Tuple (11 -> 5) 
girl opens book
GT Tuple (5 -> 14) 
cat chase mouse
Query
cat stalk mouse
Figure 11: We show qualitative examples for text-based im-
age retrieval. We first show the query written by the workers
on AMT for the image shown on the left. We then show the
ground truth tuple and the rank assigned to it by w2v and
then vis-w2v (i.e. w2v→ vis-w2v). The rank which is
closer to the ground truth rank is shown in green. The first
two examples are success cases, whereas the third shows a
failure case for vis-w2v.
from MSCOCO and their corresponding tuples. This would
give us 4260 real images with tuples, depicting the 213 CS
VAL relations. We refer to this model as vis-w2v4k.
We first train vis-w2v80k with NH = 200 and
use the fc7 features as is, i.e. without PCA, in the
Sents configuration (see Sec. B). Further, to investigate
the complementarity between visual semantics learnt from
real and visual scenes, we initialize vis-w2v-coco with
vis-w2v-coco80k, i.e., we learn the visual semantics
from the real scenes and train again to learn from abstract
scenes. Table 5 shows the results for vis-w2v-coco80k,
varying the number of surrogate classes K.
We then learn vis-w2v4k with NH = 200 in
the Orig/Words setting (see Sec. A). We observe
that the performance on the validation set reduces for
vis-w2v-coco4k. Table 6 summarizes the results for
vis-w2v-wiki4k.
Observations: From Table 5 and Table 6, we see that there
are indeed improvements over the text baseline of w2v. The
complementarity results (Table 5) show that abstract scenes
help us ground word embeddings through semantics com-
plementary to those learnt from real images. Comparing
the improvements from real images (best AP of 73.7%) to
those from abstract scenes (best AP of 74.8%), we see that
that abstract visual features capture visual semantics better
than real images for this task. It if often difficult to cap-
ture localized semantics in the case of real images. For in-
stance, extracting semantic features of just the primary and
K vis-w2v80k
vis-w2v-coco
+ vis-w2v80k
50 73.6 74.7
100 73.7 74.5
200 73.4 74.2
500 73.2 73.8
1000 72.5 75.0
2000 70.7 74.9
5000 68.8 74.6
Table 5: Performance on the common sense task of [34]
using 78k real images with text baseline at 72.2, initialized
from w2v-coco.
K 25 50 75 100
AP(%) 69.6 70.6 70.8 70.9
Table 6: Performance on the common sense task of [34] us-
ing 4k real images with with text baseline at 68.1, initialized
from w2v-wiki.
secondary objects given a real image, is indeed a challeng-
ing detection problem in vision. On the other hand, abstract
scene offer these fine-grained semantics features therefore
making them an ideal for visually grounding word embed-
dings.
E. Comparison to Ren et al.
We next compare the embeddings from our vis-w2v
model to those from Ren et al. [42]. Similar to ours, their
model can also be understood as a multi-modal extension of
the Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) architecture. More
specifically, they use global-level fc7 image features in ad-
dition to the local word context to estimate the probability
of a word conditioned on its context.
We use their model to finetune word w2v-coco em-
beddings using real images from the MS COCO dataset.
This performs slightly worse on common sense assertion
classification than our corresponding (real image) model
(Sec. 6.4) (73.4% vs 73.7%), while our best model gives
a performance of 74.8% when trained with abstract scenes.
We then initialize the projection matrix in our vis-w2v
model with the embeddings from Ren et al.’s model, and
finetune with abstract scenes, following our regular train-
ing procedure. We find that the performance improves to
75.2% for the separate model. This is a 0.4% improvement
over our best vis-w2v separate model. In contrast, us-
ing a curriculum of training with real image features and
then with abstract scenes within our model yields a slightly
lower improvement of 0.2%. This indicates that the global
visual features incorporated in the model of Ren et al., and
the fine-grained visual features from abstract scenes in our
model provide complementary benefits, and a combination
yields richer embeddings.
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